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UiPath Test Suite For The S/4HANA Journey

Revolutionize Testing Leveraging Your UiPath Platform

Empower teams and transform testing with automation and AI power tools

Reduce costs 

up to

40% 
with automated 

testing1 

Today, companies are allocating 30% of their SAP budget to testing and 72% 

of SAP customers still depend on manual testing to uncover critical defects1. 

Although QA testing incorporates a range of tools, these tools often lack 

versatility and the potential for repurposing. Consequently, automation and 

digital transformation resources and budgets become strained or minimized. 

Protiviti can equip you with the tools and expertise to empower your workforce 

and unlock the operational efficiency needed to move your business forward.

Reduce costs Achieve significant automation coverage

Increase end-user productivity
Decrease testing time

Application testing today consists of manual repetitive processes that drain resources and require 

significant maintenance. Modernizing your testing program to become a value-driver for the business 

can help:

Connect Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) and consolidate test 

management assets

Migrate test automation assets in a reusable library and coverage assets to one 

platform

Maximize test automation coverage with more resilient automation and target 

testing with process and task mining

Expand testing footprint with new value-added services, such as RPA, customer 

and employee experience testing, and progression testing

1Robotic Process Automation | UiPath

https://www.uipath.com/resources/automation-brochures/sap-testing
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Automate SAP testing and drive efficiencies with over 250 prebuilt test scripts1

Design Automate Manage Accelerate

Create tests 3x 

faster* with low-

code interface and 

re-use workflow 

activities in your 

component library

Automate testing of 

any SAP software 

application

Test hard-to-handle 

legacy or virtualized 

apps with AI 

Computer VisionTM

Centralize 

requirements, manual 

or automated test 

cases and defects

Ensure tests are 

versioned and always 

in sync

Organize tests into test 

sets and schedule or 

define execution triggers

Boost release velocity 

by integrating testing 

directly into your 

pipeline

SAP 

Test 

Teams

Value realized

Reduce test 

cycles by up to

50%2

3x 

release 

speed

Reuse 

component-based 

code and improve 

ROI

1SAP Testing Blog | UiPath
2Robotic Process Automation | UiPath

https://www.uipath.com/blog/product-and-updates/edf-renewables-automates-sap-testing-with-uipath-test-suite
https://www.uipath.com/resources/automation-brochures/sap-testing
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